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Estimates by invariant regions or shape-invariant bounds are a very useful tool in 
the study of reaction-diffusion systems. However, the class of the regions available 
for such estimates is severely restricted if the diffusion coefficients are not equal. 
Thus, many systems cannot be treated by these methods. In the present article, we 
generalize the estimates by shape-invariant bounds with arbitrary smooth-bounded 
regions to the case of unequal diffusion coefficients. The efficiency of our method 
increases as the quotient of the largest and the smallest diffusion coefftcient 
approaches 1. The bounds are used to prove existence and stability results. b 1988 
Academx Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem to be studied is the following reaction-diffusion system: 
g (x, c) - D Au(x, c) +f(x, u(x, c)) = 0 ((x,t)~Q,=Qx(o, ~11, 
(1.1) 
B[u](x, c) = g(x) ((x, c) E s, = al2 x (0, co)), u(x, 0) = U(x) (XED). 
Here, Q is a bounded domain in R” with boundary %2 of class C4+= for 
some u E (0, 1). D is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements 
d,, . . . . d, called the diffusion coeflicients. A is the Laplacian operator with 
respect to x, applied componentwise. f: ST x R” + R”, g: asL -+ R” and 
U: 0 + R” are given continuous functions with certain smoothness proper- 
ties specified later. The boundary operator B is either the identity or given 
by B[u] = au/& + bu = (grad U)V + bu. Here, v: &2 + [w” denotes the outer 
unit normal on X2 and b E C, + JlX2) is a nonnegative scalar function. 
Our aim is to derive pointwise bounds for solutions of problem (1.1). On 
one hand, such bounds are a very useful tool for proving existence results 
since they prevent the “explosion” of a solution after a finite time. On the 
other hand, they can give direct information about a solution (for example, 
about its asymptotic behaviour). In numerical context, they yield error 
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estimations for approximate solutions. The latter points of view justify the 
search for explicit bounds. 
If the diffusion coefficients dr, . . . . d, are equal, the desired estimates can 
be obtained from many well-known theorems which all are generalizations 
of the maximum principle: The theory of invariant sets (see, for example, 
[2, 3, 5, 19, 241 yields estimates u(x, t) E G with a fixed set G c R”. Two- 
sided estimates cpi(x, t)<ui(x, t)< tii(x, t) (or, as a special case, invariant 
rectangles) are considered by many authors (for example, [4, 8, 10, 141). 
Schrijder generalizes these theorems by investigation of shape-invariant 
bounds u(x, t) E $(x, t)G, where II/ is a scalar function “shrinking” or “blow- 
ing up” the fixed set G c R” (see [22,23]). 
In the case of unequal diffusion coefficients, however, most of these 
theorems fail. If all diffusion coefficients are pairwise different, only two- 
sided estimates apply. However, the assumptions required in the theorems 
on two-sided bounds are “unnaturally” strong if f has large rotational 
components. Here, circular or elliptic sets G used for invariant or shape- 
invariant bounds would yield better results, but cannot be used if just two 
diffusion coefficients are different. 
Due to this lack which is significant for many examples, several authors 
used other methods based on semigroup theory and Sobolev-inequalities to 
derive pointwise bounds for some of these examples (see, for example, [ 1, 
6, 7, 201). Mostly, however, these methods are successful only under strong 
assumptions on f such as the “food-pyramid-condition” [ 11. Moreover, the 
derived bounds are not known explicitly. 
In the present article we proceed in another way. We generalize the 
shape-invariant estimates mentioned above to the case of unequal diffusion 
coefficients. Thus, nonlinearities f with large rotational components can be 
treated by suitable choices of G. Our results contain Schroder’s theorem 
(and thus, invariance statements) as a special case and “approach” it in a 
certain sense if the diffusion coefficients approach a common positive value. 
Our main idea is to estimate a solution u and its time derivative au/at 
simultaneously. The difficulties occurring in the proof of Schroder’s 
theorem in the case of unequal diffusion coefficients are now removed by 
the simultaneous bound for &/at (Section 2). &/at is the solution of a cer- 
tain linear reaction-diffusion system and can therefore be estimated by the 
methods described in [ 161 with help of the simultaneous (shape-invariant) 
bound for u (Section 4). All estimates are explicit if certain bounds for the 
Green’s function corresponding to ( -A + c, B) (with a suitable constant c) 
are known. For m E { 1,2,3}, we derive such bounds in [ 151 and, in a 
more general context, in [17]. 
Using the derived bounds we prove an existence theorem (Section 3) and 
some results on existence and local asymptotic stability of steady-state 
solutions (Section 5). 
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As an example, we treat the classical predator-prey system with diffusion 
and Dirichlet boundary conditions (Section 6). Requiring suitable 
assumptions on the initial and boundary data we prove the existence of a 
solution converging to a steady-state solution as t + co. The solution and 
its time derivative are estimated explicitly. 
We wish to remark that our results can be generalized, without any dif- 
ficulties in principle but with more technical effort, to the case whereSand 
g in (1.1) depend on t explicitly and -DA is replaced by the more general 
elliptic operator treated in [16]. For details, see [IS]. 
Basic Definitions and Smoothness Assumptions 
The euclidean norm in Iw” and its corresponding matrix norm in IV” are 
denoted by 1 1 2. For v, w E KY, we write u d w iff vi < wi (i = 1, . . . . n). For a 
matrix A E UP*“, let Asym := $(A + A’) denote its symmetrization and (for 
invertible A) cond,(A) its spectral condition number. For symmetric A, let 
l,,,(A) or ~,i,A denote its minimal eigenvalue. 
Let Zm := (0, co) and, for TE (0, co), I,:= (0, T], Q,:=LJx (0, T], 
ST:=&2 x (0, T]. For TE (0, co], let Br denote the space of all con- 
tinuous functions cp: Q,-+ [w such that the derivatives &p/at, a(p/axj, 
a*cp/ax,2 (j= 1, . . . . m), and (if B[u] = au/& + bu) acp/av exist as continuous 
functions on Qr or Sr, respectively. We call u E 9; a (classical) solution of 
problem (1.1) on QT if it satisfies Eqs. (1.1) with Qr., S, in place of Q,, 
S,. (For T= cc, we sometimes omit the addition “on Q,.“) 
For TE(O,CCI], kENO:=Nu{O} and a~(O,l), Cck+*)(QT) and 
Cuc+ol,(Q.uSd are the spaces of all continuous functions u: Q, + Iw 
whose derivatives d’O+‘l+ “’ +imu/(dt)io(ax,)iE ... (iYx,)im exist on Q7 or 
Qru ST, respectively, for 2i0 + i, + . . . + i, < k, are a-hbldercontinuous 
with respect to x,, . . . . x, and (a/2)-holdercontinuous with respect to t for 
2i, + i, + . . . + i, = k, and are (for k 3 1) (( 1 + a)/2)-holdercontinuous 
with respect to t for 2i, + i, + . . . + i, = k - 1, each Holder condition being 
uniform on each compact subset of Qr. or Qru S,, respectively. 
The spaces C,(a), C,, Jo), Ck+ .(ZJ) and C,(Q,) are defined as usual. 
The corresponding spaces of !R”-valued functions are denoted by C;(a), 
C;,+.,(Q:,), etc. Let I( Ilm denote the (point- and componentwise) 
maximum norm on C;(B). 
For f, g and U in (1.1 ), assume f~ C; + Jfi x it) for each bounded 
domain Uclw”, ti~C;+.(@ and gEC;+.+JaG). Here, s=l in case of 
Dirichlet boundary conditions, and s = 0 if B[u] = au/& + bu. Moreover, 
let the usual compatibility conditions of order s be satisfied for problem 
(1.1) i.e., let B[U](x) = g(x) (~~852) and, if s= 1, let -D AU(x) + 
f(x, t?(x)) = 0 (x E XI) additionally. 
Under these hypotheses, one derives from the results in [9, 111 that, for 
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each T E (0, co], each solution of problem (1.1) on QT belongs to 
c;2+.,@T)nc;4+., (QTuS,). Moreover, for each TE(O, co], problem 
(1.1) has at most one solution on 0,. 
2. ESTIMATES u(x, C)E I(/(x, t)G 
Let G be a compact subset of R”, G’ the set of its interior points and r 
its boundary. We assume that a continuous function W: R” + Iw is given 
which is twice continuously differentiable on [w”\(O) such that 
G = { y E R”: W(y) < l} and the following conditions are satisfied: For 
each y E R”\{O} there exists an CI = a(y) E (0, co) such that W(ty) < 1 
(O<t<a), W(cry)=l and W(ty)>l (~l<t<co). Moreover, o(y):= 
W’(y) y>O and q?V”(y)q>O for each ycT and each qE R” satisfying 
I+“( y)q = 0. Here, IV’(y) and PV”( y) denote the gradient (row-) vector and 
the Hesse-matrix of W, respectively. Then 0 E Gi, r = { y E 08” : W(y) = 1 }, 
and G is convex. 
Let OG := (0) and, for y>O, yG:=(y~iR”:y-‘BEG}, yG’:= 
{y~lW’:y~~y~G’). For VEX, let 
WY?) W(?Y 
[ 
I W’(v) o-% I JviY: 1 
112 d(q) := W(v) D-‘W(q)f 41) := ( w’(rl) o-lpj/-yq)‘)2 - l * 
Using this notation, we can formulate our basic theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let TE (0, co] and let II/ ~93~ satisfy $(x, t)>O 
((x, t) E &), B[$](x, t) > 0 ((x, t) E S,). Let a function 4 E C,,(TT) be given 
such that the following implication holds for each t,~ I,: 
u classical solution of problem ( 1.1) on Q, 
4x3 t) E Ii/(x, t)G ((x, t) E @,,,, 
(2.1) 
Moreover, let the following conditions be satisfied: 
(a) ii(x) E $(x, 0) G’ (XEW, 
(b) g(x) E X$1(x, t) G’ ((x3 t) E ST), 
(~1 4v)C~~lWx~ 4 -d(v) W(x, t)l + d(v) WV) o-tfk $(x, tb.11 
wI)lw?)I2&~(~) ((x, t) E Q,, ‘I E 0 
Then 4x, t)~+(x, r) G' ((x, tl~Q,> and ll(Wdt)(., t)ll, $4(t) (t~I~,)for 
each classical solution u of problem ( 1.1) on e,. 
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Proof: It suffices to show the first assertion since the second then 
follows from (2.1). Let V: R” + R’ denote the Minkowski functional for G, 
i.e., V(0) := 0, V(y) := c(( v)-’ ( y # 0), where U(V) is the number defined at 
the beginning of this section. V has all properties described for W above. 
Moreover, V(pv) = bV( y) (B > 0, y E KY). Thus, for p(x, t) := V(u(x, t)) 
((x, t) E QT), we have to show 
P(X, t) < $(x3 1) ((4 t) E 0,). (2.2) 
Since, due to assumption (a), p(x, 0) < 1,9(x, 0) (x E 8), the continuity of p 
and I++ and the compactness of a imply that (2.2) holds with &, in place of 
Q, for some E > 0. Therefore, if (2.2) were false, some (x,, to) E QT u S, 
would exist such that 
Pb, t) Q 3/(x, f) ((4 f) E a,,, d-G> 6J = wo7 Ld (2.3) 
In particular, p(x, t) > 0 in a suitable neighborhood U of (x0, to) in QT. 
Thus, there exists a C,-function q : U --) r such that 
4x5 t) = P(X, t) rl(x, t) ((4 t) E U). (2.4) 
If x0 E 852 and B is the Dirichlet boundary operator, assumption (b) 
contradicts (l.l), (2.3) and (2.4). In the case B= a/i% + b, (2.3) yields 
Bbl(x,, &J 2 BC+l( x0, to) > 0. Moreover, from (2.4), 
Nul -BCPIV+P; in UnS,. (2.5) 
Thus, at (x,, to), B[p] ~ lg = 9 + B[p] -‘p(a@v). Since q E Ir and 
W’(q)(aq/av) = 0 (which follows from W(q) E I), the convexity of G yields 
q + B[p]-‘p(aq/dv) 4 G’ and thus, V(B[p] -‘g) 2 1, i.e., V( g&)) 2 
B[p](x,, to) 2 B[+](xO, to), which contradicts assumption (b). 
If x,ESZ, (2.3) yields (at the point (x0, l,)): 
CC>?! ap a* 
at ’ at ’ 
-=- 
axj ax, (j = 1, . ..) m), AP < 4. 
Moreover, since W(q) = 1 and G is convex, 
(j= 1, . . . . m), W’(v) 4 d 0. 
From (2.4) we derive 
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Combining these results we obtain (at (x,, to)): 
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Thus, 
Moreover, (2.1) and (2.3) yield j au/&l 2 f fi 4( to). Therefore, 
Using the differential equation in (1.1) we obtain a contradiction to 
assumption (c). 1 
Equations (2.3) and (2.4) show that the set of parameters q E r for which 
the inequality in assumption (c) has to be satisfied may be restricted by the 
requirement that u(x, t) = $(x, t)q holds for the solution u under con- 
sideration. This restriction may weaken the assumption (c) if suitable 
properties of u (for example, positivity) are known a priori. 
Assumption (b) may be replaced by o(q) B[+](x, t) > W’(q) g(x) 
((x, t) E ST, q E r, u(x, t) = 1+9(x, t)~). (In the proof, multiply (2.4) or (2.5), 
respectively, by W’(rl) to obtain a contradiction.)‘The requirement that 
B[$](x, t) > 0 holds on ST may then be dropped. These new assumptions 
may be weaker than the old ones if (but onZy if) suitable a priori knowledge 
on u is given. 
Before discussing the assumptions of Theorem 1 we formulate a second 
theorem which avoids the strict inequalities required in (a), (b), (c). 
THEOREM 2. Let TE (0, cc] and let $ E aT satisfy J/(x, t) > 0 
((x, ~)EQ.), B[11/](x, t)>,O ((x, ~)ES,). Let functions 4, ZEC,-,(I~) and a 
constant Q, > 0 be given such that the implication (2.1) holds for t, E I, and 
E E [0, q,] with $ + E and 4 + EZ in place of $, 4. (2 and Q, need not be 
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known explicitly.) Moreover, let the assumptions (a), (b), (c) of Theorem 1 
hold with G in place of G’ in (a), (b) and with “a” in place of “>” in (c). 
Then 4x, t) E $(x, t)G ((x, t) E QT) and IIWat(~, t)ll oo <4(t) (t E I,) for 
each classical solution u of problem (1.1) on QT. 
ProojI It suffices to show the assertion for each ~‘EI~ (in place of T). 
We choose a positive function 5 E C,(a) satisfying B[[](x) > 0 (XE 852) 
(for example, the solution of -&‘(x) + i(x) = 1 (xESZ), B[[](x) = 1 
(XE aa)) and define z(x, t) := eNfc(x) ((x, t)e 0~) for some N> 0. A 
straightforward calculation shows that, for 0 < A < s0 ll<ll ~‘e-~‘, all 
assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied with p, tjn := rj + lz and 
dAt) := 4(t) + 13.llill m z(t) eN’ in place of T, $ and 4, if N= N(F) is suf- 
ficiently large. Here, one uses the compactness of I- and the local Lipschitz 
continuity off: Applying Theorem 1 and then taking the limit A + 0 we 
obtain the desired estimates. a 
If d, = . . ’ = d,, =: d, assumption (c) of Theorem 2 reads 
4~) g lx, t) - d&(x, t) 1 + W’(q) f(x, +(x, t)q) 2 0 
((A t) E Q,, II E 0, (2.6) 
which reduces to the well-known “tangency condition” W’(q) f(x, q) 2 0 
(x E Sz, q E r) if $ = 1. Since (2.6) does not contain 4, we may drop the 
implication (2.1) in our assumptions. Thus, Theorems 1 and 2 coincide 
with the corresponding results in [22,23] if the diffusion coefficients are 
equal. 
In the general case, a straightforward calculation shows that 
{E-&:&k=1 ,..., n}=:& (2.7) 
Thus, the right-hand side of the inequalities required in assumption (c) of 
Theorems 1 and 2 becomes “small” if the diffusion coefficients are “nearly” 
equal. In this sense, Theorems 1 and 2 “approach” the corresponding 
results in [22,23]. 
A function 4 satisfying implication (2.1) and its stronger version required 
in Theorem 2 will be constructed in Section 4. 
3. AN EXISTENCE RESULT 
In this section we use the preceding results to prove a theorem yielding 
existence of a solution of problem (1.1) on QT. We apply the “method of 
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modification” (see [21, 22]), the existence results for linear (scalar) 
problems in [ 111 and Schauder’s fixed-point theorem. 
THEOREM 3. If the assumptions of Theorem 2 are satisfied, there exists a 
(unique) classical solution u* of problem (1.1) on QT. (Moreover, the 
estimates asserted in Theorem 2 hold for u*.) 
To prove Theorem 3, we need some more spaces and a more general 
conception of solutions. 
For T E (0, co ) and p E [ 1, cc ), let LP( Q T) denote space of all measurable 
functions U: Q T + R with finite norm 
UP 
lu(x, t)lP dx dt . 
W, p( Q T) is the linear space 
derivatives ah+ il + .‘. + im 
of all functions u E L,,(Q,) possessing weak 
u/(at)‘“(iJx,)i’...(8x,)imELp(Q,) for 2i,+i,+ . . . 
+ i, < 2. The corresponding spaces of R”-valued functions are denoted by 
L;( QT), W;,,( QT). All these spaces, and moreover the spaces C;, + @JOT) 
defined in Section 1, can be normed in a canonical way (see [ 11, pp. 5 ff. ] ). 
Now let p > m + 2, r E L;(QT) and consider the problem 
z(x, t)--Ddu(x, t)=r(x, t) ((~2 t) E Q.,, 
(3.1) 
N~l(-% t) = be) ((x3 t) E ST), 24(x, 0) = U(x) (x E a). 
We say that u E W:,,( Q T) is an L,-solution of problem (3.1) if the differen- 
tial equation in (3.1) is satisfied almost everywhere in Q, and the boundary 
and initial conditions hold pointwise. For this definition, we use the fact 
that WnZ,p(QT) = Ccl +co (0,) for O<a<l-p-‘(m+2) (see [11, p.80, 
Lemma 3.33). 
Proof of Theorem 3. We may assume T< co since for each FE (0, co) 
problem (1.1) has at most one classical solution on Q f. For u E C;( Q,) we 
define 
4% t) if u(x, t) E ($(x, t) + 1)G 
u#(x, t) := 
f 
$(x t)+ 1 ((x3 t)E Q.1, 
&x, t)) 
U(X, t) otherwise 
where V is the Minkowski functional for G defined in the proof of 
Theorem 1. Let # : C;f(&) + C;t(&) denote the continuous operator map- 
ping each u E C;(Q=) onto U# E C;;( Q.). The set # C;;(Q,) is a bounded 
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subset of C;t(Q,) since u#(x, t)~($(x, t)+ 1)G ((x, ~)EQ,) for each 
24 E c;tm. 
Let the continuous operator F: C;t(&) + C;t(Q,) be defined by 
F[u](x, t) := -f(x, u(x, t)) ((x, t) E Q,, UE C{(&)). For some fixed 
p>m+2, let H:L;(Q,)-+ W;,JQT) d enote the operator mapping each 
MEL,” onto the (unique) L,-solution UE W!&(QT) of problem (3.1). 
According to Theorems 9.1 and 10.4 in [ 11, pp. 341, 6211, H is well defined 
and continuous, and it maps bounded sets into bounded sets. 
Finally, we define the imbedding operators q := C;I(&) 4 L;(QT), 
,I+P ;= W” 2,p(QT) 4 Cya)(QT), E; := C&)(QT) 4 C;t(Qr). Since QT is boun- 
did, q is bounded. E$p is bounded according to Lemma 3.3 in [ 11, p. SO]. 
From the Arzela-Ascoli theorem one derives that E; is compact. 
Altogether we obtain that the operator M: C;;(QT) + C;;(QT), 
is continuous and that MC;(&) is relatively compact in C;;(&r). 
According to Schauder’s fixed-point theorem, there exists a U* E C;f(&) 
satisfying U* = MU*. Therefore, U* E W$,,(Q,) is the L,-solution of problem 
(3.1) with r := F[(u*)“]. In particular, u*(x, O)=U(x) (XE@ and thus, 
according to assumption (a) of Theorem 2, we obtain T, E (0, T] for 
T, :=sup{t~(O, T]: ~*(x,.r)~($(x,~)+l)G (x&,O<s<t)}. (3.2) 
Since (u*)#(x, t) = u*(x, t) ((x, t) E QTI), u*(,,, is the unique L,-solution of 
problem (3.1) with T, in place of T and r(x, t) = F[u*](x, t)((x, t)~ 0,). 
Moreover, F[u*] E C&,(Q,) since a* E C&,(Q,) (which follows from the 
fixed-point equation) and f is smooth (see section 1). Thus, according to 
Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 in [ll, p. 3201, the problem just mentioned has a 
solution in C;,+;,(Q,,) which must equal u*le, since the solution is 
unique in W;,,( Q T, ). Therefore, u* ( a7, is a classical solution of problem 
(1.1) on QT,. 
Now Theorem 2 yields u*(x, ~)E$(x, t)G ((x, t)~ Q,,), and (3.2) shows 
that T, = T. 1 
4. CONSTRUCTIVE CONDITIONS 
To make the preceding theorems applicable we now construct a function 
4 satisfying the implication (2.1) and its stronger version required in 
Theorems 2 and 3. Of course, 4 will depend on $ and (via assumption (c)) 
vice versa. These dependences will be expressed in a coupled system of two 
first-order differential inequalities. Choosing 4 and $ to be constant, we 
obtain some sort of generalized invariance statement. 
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Let TE (0, co]. To obtain “simple” conditions we restrict ourselves to 
function Ic/ ES s&- of the form 
Ii/(x, t) = x(t) w(x) ((x, t)E e-i-1. (4.1) 
Here, x E C,(I,) is a nonnegative function (to be chosen later). WE C,(a) is 
chosen a priori, satisfying the following conditions: 
w(x)>w,>O (x E Qz), -dw(x)> icw(x) (x E Q), 
g(x) E XBNWl(X)G (x E asz) 
(4.2) 
B[wl(x) 2 0 (XE aQ), 
for some constants wO, K and ~~20. Theorem 17 in [18, p. 911 yields 
K < A,, where 1, is the minimal eigenvalue of the problem -dq(x) = Acp(x) 
(x E a), B[q](x) = 0 (x E X2)). w should be chosen such that K is “close to” 
I 0. 
Given such a w, we 
(TE C,[O, co) such that, 
choose a regular matrix R E lW ’ and a function 
for Ody<co, 
a(Y) G lmin (4.3) 
sYm 
for each x F 0 and each y E R” satisfying y E yw(x)G. Here, 
Moreover, we choose some KE C,[O, co) as follows: Let p E Co[O, 00) 
satisfy 
(O~y<<,x~SZ,y~yw(~)G,i=l,..., n) 
and let positive, nondecreasing functions A,, /iI, /I26 C,[O, co) be given 
such that 
$6, YMYV) RI 3 
2 
J42bJ)a4Y)-P(Y) (O<y<cxg,x~f& y~yw(x)G, i= 1, . . . . n). 
Moreover, let A(y) := A,(y) + Al(y). 
For c > --A,, let G, denote the Green’s function corresponding to 
(-A + c, B), G$” := G, and, for integers k>,2, Gik)(x, <) := 
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> 
w 
G:fYx, 5J2 4 (i” 1, . ..) n). (4.4) 
(Theorem 11, I. in [12, p. 241 yields Gi< co.) Finally, we define M(y) := 
A’(1 + A;‘&,) max,{G,d,:’ exp((k/(k + 1)) A-‘c,d,)} .d-. 
cond,(R)(k + l)‘ePk andK(y):=(1+kAP1A2)max{l,M(y)} (O<y<a). 
To estimate K(y) above explicitly, one needs an explicit upper bound for 
the numbers ei defined in (4.4). For m E { 1,2, 3) (where we can choose 
k := l), we derive such bounds in [15] (see also [17]). 
THEOREM 4. Let $, 6, K be given as above and let x(t) d 2 (t E I,) for 
some constant j. Let cp E C,(I,) be a solution of the inequalities 
v’(t) + 4x(t)) v(t) 2 0 (t E IT), do)> lD~~-f(., a,. 
Then the implication (2.1) and its stronger version required in Theorems 2 
and 3 hold for d(t) := K(j) cp(t) (t E I,). 
ProoJ For given to E I,, let u be a classical solution of problem (1.1) on 
Q,O. Since u E C;, + .,(QJ n C;, + arJQtO u S,,) we may differentiate the 
differential equation and the boundary condition in (1.1) with respect to t 
and, in addition, use the differential equation for t = 0 to obtain that 
v := au/at E c~Q,,) n q2 + oT, (Q,, u S,,) is a solution of the following linear 
reaction-diffusion system: 
f$ (x, t) - D dv(x, t) + $ (x, u(x, t)) . v(x, t) = 0 ((x, t) E Q,) 
(4.5) 
Nvl(x, t) = 0 ((4 t) E s,(J, v(x,O)=DdU(x)-f(x,U(x)) (xE~). 
The assertion now follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 9 in [16]. (The 
results therein are formulated for a problem on Qm. It is easy to see, 
however, that they may be carried over to problems on & with to < co.) 
To prove the “strong” version of the implication (2.1) required in 
Theorems 2 and 3 one uses, in addition, the local Lipschitz continuity of 
@Jay, and the fact that K depends locally Lipschitz continuous on ,4,, A i, 
A,. I 
From Theorems 3 and 4 we obtain at once: 
COROLLARY 1. Let w, o and K be given as above. Let the following 
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conditions be satisfied for some x, cp E C,(I,) and some constant 220 
(with K, xB from (4.2)): 
0) G(x) E x(O) w(xW (XEQ), do)2 lW~~-f(., a,; 
(ii) x’(t) + Mr) x(t) + w(;;;(x) w’(v) D-lf(x, x(t) W(X)?) 
~~(rl)~(rl)~‘lw’(~)I,J;;K(X) w(x)-b(t) 
(k t)~eT,?~~)~ 
cp’(t) + 4x(t)) v(t) 2 0 (t E Z,); 
(iii) xB<x(t)<j (t E I,). 
Then there exists a (unique) classical solution u* of problem (1.1) on QT. 
Moreover, u*(x, t) E x(t) w(x)G (b, t) E @,) and Il(~u*Pt)(., t)ll m G 
WX) v(t) (t E 1,). 
Choosing w = 1 and constant functions x and cp we obtain the following 
generalized invariance statement: 
COROLLARY 2. Let x 2 0 be a constant such that o(x) > 0 and 
U(x) E XG (x E -(=a, g(x) E BCl I(x) XG (x E 8Q), (4.6) 
d(v) ~~~~~-tf~~,~tl~~~~tl~IW’~rl~l~~~~~~II~~~-f~~,~~ll, 
(XEQ, qEr). (4.7) 
Then there exists a (unique) classical solution u* of problem (1.1) on 
Pw Moreover, u*(x, t)ExG ((x, tIEem) and II(au*lat)(-, t)ll, < 
Jqx)llDdiz-f(.,ii)ll, (O<tcco). 
The conditions (4.6) are well known from invariance theory for problems 
with equal diffusion coefficients. The generalized tangency condition (4.7) 
“tends to” the usual condition “W’(q) f (x, xv) 2 0 (x E l2, q E I’),, if the 
diffusion coefficients “come together” (see (2.7)). Only the condition 
“a(x) > 0” has no analogue in the well-known invariance statements. In a 
certain local sense, however, this assumption is very similar to the 
condition “W’(q) D-‘f(x, xq) > 0 (x E Q, q E r),, (which, of course, is 
contained in (4.7)), if G is chosen suitably (see the discussion at the end of 
Section 5). 
The occurrence of Aii on the right-hand side of the inequality (4.7) is 
“natural” due to the following consideration: In [S] the authors prove that 
the usual invariance statements do not hold if, for some r~ E r, W’(n) is not 
a left eigenvector of D, i.e., S(q) is nonzero: Given any nonlinearity f, they 
show how an initial function ii (depending off) with values in XG can be 
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constructed which forces the solution U* of problem (1.1) to leave XC (even 
if the usual tangency condition is satisfied). Thus, if 6(q) > 0 for some 9 E r 
(i.e., the diffusion coefficients are unequal), any theorem asserting the 
invariance of XC must contain conditions on U exceeding the assumption 
U(x) E XC (x E &?i), as our Corollary 2 does via (4.7). In fact, for the function 
u constructed in [S] as described above, AU is “large” in some subdomain 
of 52 and thus, (4.7) is violated. 
5. EXISTENCE AND ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY 
OF STEADY-STATE SOLUTIONS 
In this section, let T := co. We shall use Corollary 1 to prove the 
existence of a (unique) solution of problem (1.1) which converges, for 
t -+ co, to a solution of the steady-state problem 
-D Au(x) +f(x, u(x)) = 0 (XEQ), Nul(x) = ‘Y(x) (x E a-2). 
(5.1) 
Let some UE C ,+.(a) be given which we regard as an “approximate 
solution” of problem (5.1). Some U* is a solution of problem (1.1) iff 
u* := U* - U is a solution of the problem 
g (x, t) - D do(x, t) + F(x, u(x, t)) = 0 ((x, t)EQm), 
(5.2) 
where F(x, y) :=f(x, U(x) + y)-DdU(x) (xE~, ye R”). We intend to 
apply Corollary 1 to problem (5.2) in place of problem (1.1). Therefore let 
w, 0 and K be given as described in Section 4, but with g - B[ U] in place 
of g (in (4.2)) and with (aflay)(x, U(x)+ y) in place of (@/ay)(x, y) (in 
(4.3) and during the construction of K). 
To eliminate the parameter q from assumption (ii) in Corollary 1 (with F 
in place off) we choose some r E C,[O, co) and some constant E = E(U) 2 0 
such that 
.D-‘[f(x, U(x)+yW)?)-f(x, u(x))l27(Y).Y, (5.3) 
(5.4) 
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for x E a, q E f and y E [0, co). (Observe that E may be chosen “small” if U 
is a “good” approximate solution of problem (5.1)) Inequality (5.4) may 
be replaced by 
(max di)[d U(x) - DP’f(x, U(x))] E ~w(x)G. 
I 
Let the number S be defined by (2.7). Since G is convex, 
max{o(rl)~‘IW’(rl)12:~Ef)=[dist(0,T)]-’, 
dist(O, IJ denoting the euclidean distance between 0 E I%!” and the closed set 
ZY Thus, Corollary 1 yields 
COROLLARY 3. Let the following conditions hold for some x, 
cp E C, [O, GO ) and some constant 2 2 0. 
(i) W)-W)EX(O)W(X)G (xE@, cp(O)3IlDdU-f(~,U)ll,; 
(ii) x’(t) + Q(t)) x(t) >/ e + SCw, dist(0, r)]-* &K(j) q(t), 
4+(t) + 4x(t)) dt) 20 (O,<t<oo); 
(iii) xB d x(t) d X (O~ttco). 
Then there exists a (unique) classical solution a* of problem (1.1). Moreover, 
u*(x, t) - u(x) E x(t) w(x)G ((x7 t) E 0,) and Il(au*Pt)(-, t)ll m <K(f) q(t) 
(O<t< co). 
If, in addition, 
i 
cc 
v(t) dt < 00, 
0 
(5.5) 
then a* converges to some classical solution u, of the steady-state problem 
(5.1) for t + co, un$ormly in x E Q. More explicitly, 
IIU*(.,t)--U,Il,~K(f)~m~(~)ds (O<t<co). (5.6) , 
Proof (of the addition). Since, for 0 < t, d t, < cc, 
(5.5) yields the existence of some U, EC;(O) such that (5.6) holds. It 
remains to show that U, is a classical solution of problem (5.1). Since 
llu*(., t)-~,ll, and I\(&*/&)( ., t)ll, tend to zero for t -+ co, 
,l’r”, IIC-Ddu*(., t)+u*(., t)l- [a, -f(-, u,)]ll, =O. (5.7) 
505:73 1.7 
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We choose some p > m. Let H: L;(Q) + H’;,+,(Q) denote the continuous 
operator mapping each r E L;(Q) onto the unique ,$-solution u E N’;,.(a) 
of the problem -D Au(x) + v(x) = r(x) (x E Q), B[u](x) = g(x) (x E X2). 
Since the imbeddings C;(B) 4 L;(Q) and W;, p G C;(W) are bounded, (5.7) 
yields 
lim lIu*(., ?I-HCu, -f(., u,)lll, =O, 1-m 
i.e., U, = H[u, -f( ., u,)]. Therefore, U, E W;,,(Q) c C;(Q) and thus, 
U, -f( ., u,) E C:(o). Since HC;(Q) c C;+.(a), the assertion follows. 1 
COROLLARY 4. For some x0 2 xB, let 2(x) - U(x) E xow(x)G (x E 0). 
Let the following conditions hold for some jj 2 0: 
T(Y) 2 E > 0, a(y)2_o>O (OdYGX), 
X2x0, X2x, :=max{z-‘4 xB}, 
S[wodist(O,r)]-‘~K(Z)lIDdrr-f(.,u)l(, 
~max(l,_o)(X-xo)+s(xo-xXco). 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
Then the assertions of Corollary 3 hold for 
x(t) := xoeC”+ xm( 1 -e-r’) 
-a, -I, 
+S[wodist(O,r)]-‘~K(f)IIDdii-f(.,ii)il,e ,I: , 
- - 
q(t) := I/D&-f(., U)(J,e-“’ (Od?<co). 
(If z=g, the term (z-g)-’ (e-@-e-I’) has to be replaced by te-“.) 
Proof. All assumptions of Corollary 3 are satisfied quite obviously, 
except the condition x(t) < 2 (0 < t < co). If x is monotonic on [0, co), this 
is true since then x(t) < max(x,,, xm} (0 < t < co). Otherwise, one finds that 
x has a unique maximum in some point to E (0, co). Computing to and 
inserting into x one arrives at 
where A denotes the left-hand side of inequality (5.9). Thus 
~(t,)~max(~m,~o+min{~-‘,-a~‘}[A-~(~o-~~)]}, and (5.9) yields 
x(to)G<. I 
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Assumption (5.9) holds if (5.8) is satisfied for some I> max{X,,, x,} and 
the term SllD dU -f( ., U)ll m is sufficiently small. The latter condition 
holds, in particular, if the diffusion coefficients are “close to each other” 
(see (2.7)). Condition (5.8) will be discussed at the end of this section. 
If the assumptions of Corollary 4 are satisfied we obtain, in particular, 
u,(x) - WI E xm wb)G (x E a). (5.10) 
The estimate (5.6) for the “convergence rate” I\u*( ., t) - u, /I m may be 
unsatisfactory if the number _a is “small.” It can be improved by repetition 
of the whole construction of bounds, now with u, in place of U and thus, 
with xe =0 in (4.2) and with E = 0 in (5.4). Therefore, the “new” xou in 
Corollary 4 is zero and the “new” x tends to zero, for t + co, which yields 
the improved estimate u*(x, t)- u,(x) E x(t) w(x)G ((x, t) E Qm) for the 
convergence rate. If u, is unknown, (5.10) may be used to compute explicit 
“new” functions c, T, K and the “new” x0 in Corollary 4. 
If some steady-state solution u, which is a “candidate” for being the 
limit of u*( ., t) is known, one will, of course, choose U := u, from the 
beginning. 
COROLLARY 5. Let u, be a classical solution of problem (5.1). 
Moreooer, let r(0) > 0, o(O) >O (with U := u,). Then u, is locally 
asymptotically stable in the following sense: 
If IlU--u,Il, andSlP~~-.fS(~,4ll, are sufficiently small, there exists a 
(unique) classical solution u* of problem (1.1). For t -+ 00, u* and &P/at 
converge to u, and 0, respectively, uniformly in x E 0. 
Proof. Under the assumptions made, the inequalities required in 
Corollary 4 are satisfied for some “small” I. 1 
Of course, Corollary 4 may be used to quantify the results of Corollary 5. 
According to the remarks at the end of Section 4, the occurrence of the 
term SlIDhi-f(.,U)ll, in the above definition of local asymptotic 
stability is “natural.” If the diffusion coefficients are equal, however, this 
term is always zero (see (2.7)). 
Finally, we shall discuss assumption (5.8). We repeat that a(r) 2 9 
(0 6 y < X) holds iff 
2,D+~(x, V(x)+w(x)y) >I R >_o (xE~, y~jG). (5.11) sym 
For further discussions of this condition, we refer to [ 15, 161. Via (5.3), the 
condition t(y)>1 >O (O<y<j) may be regarded as a generalized 
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tangency condition. To simplify it, we use the mean value theorem to 
obtain that r(y) 3 I (0 < y d 2) holds iff 
(x, ~(x)+vw(x)vl)ds~~ 811 
Sufficient for this condition (and, for small 2, “nearly” equivalent to it) is 
the inequality 
(xE~=& VET, O<y<j). (5.12) 
For further analysis we now consider the case where W(v) = y’Hy ( y E W) 
for some symmetric, positive definite HE IV”, i.e., G is an ellipsoid. This 
choice is convenient to treat nonlinearities f with high rotational 
components. 
(a) For H := D, the following condition is sufficient for (5.12): 
~D+~~(x~ u(X)+W(X)Y) 1 >g (xE~, y~jG). sYm 
Compare with (5.11) (with R=Z)! Note that the inequality KG&, holds 
according to (4.2) and Theorem 17 in [18, p. 911 and that K is “close to” II, 
if w is chosen suitably. 
(b) For some regular matrix SEEP”, let H:= (,Y1)‘,Y1. Then 
(5.12) is satisfied if 
(min d,) .12,in 
I 
(c) Let SEEP” be some regular matrix such that (S-‘)‘S--I com- 
mutes with D and A,i”[SplDS],y, is positive. For H := (Se’)‘S-‘0, 
(5.12) holds if 
hD+$(x, U(x)+w(x)y))S] 21 (xE~, y~jG). 
SYm 
Here, p :=min,,,(( y’H*y)( y’HDp1y)(y’H2D-‘y)-‘( y’Hy)-‘} E (0, 11. 
Compare again with (5.11)! 
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6. THE PREDATOR-PREY SYSTEM 
As an example, we consider the classical predator-prey system with 
diffusion: 
((x, t)~Qcm), (6.1) 
where u, d, and d, are positive constants. We assume d, # dZ. The domain 
S2 is two-dimensional and contained in some circle of radius r, centered at 
x(O) E [w’. We require the boundary and initial conditions 
4x, t) = g(x) ((A t) E S,), u(x, 0) = U(x) (xE~) (6.2) 
for u = (ui , uz)‘, where g and u are given functions satisfying our general 
smoothness assumptions, Moreover, let d[ll] denote the “defect” of ii, i.e., 
d[ii] := 
-d,dui+au,(z&-1) 
-d,dU,+Uq(l-U1) > 
(x E f=a, 
which we require not to vanish identically. 
If g - (1, 1 )‘, U - (1, 1)’ and d[U] are sufficiently small, we shall prove 
the existence of a (unique) solution of problem (6.1), (6.2) converging to 
some steady-state solution for t -+ co. The solution and the convergence 
rate are estimated explicitly. 
Our results cannot be derived by other methods known to the author. 
(In particular, there exists no invariant rectangle for problem (6.1).) 
We use the ellipse G = { y E R*: W(y) $ 1 }, where 
( W has the form discussed in (c) at the end of Section 5.) For w(x) := l- 
arP2 Ix- x(O’I: (xE~), let constants ~~3 0, x02 0 be chosen such that 
xB 6 x0 and 
g(x)-(1, l)‘~~~w(x)G (xE~Q), U(x)-(1, l)‘~~~w(x)G (xE~). 
For our explicit estimates, we shall need the following constants: 
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d max :=max{d,, d,}, dmin := mih(d,, d,}, E :=max(a, a-l}, 
I :=fd,,., 
l/2 l/2 
)I , 
C, := 19.56&. max [ (2, c?f$}]““, c, :=J;;c,, 
5:=$gggj, 
C3 := [(~-~Lx~)~-~~C:SII~[~]II,]“~, 
z :=min{il--$X0, &I--$qB+$C3, +A}, 
a:=min{i-~~~~,tl-~~1~,+tC,,51}, 
f := mini312 - $(x0 + 3xs), $A - pxe}, 
d := min{l - p(xo + 2xe), $I - pxB}. 
THEOREM 5. Let the following two inequalities hold: 
2c2 JGmiz + PXe G 4 (6.3) 
czJm+Pxod~. (6.4) 
Then there exists a unique solution u* of problem (6.1), (6.2). For t + 00, it 
converges to some steady-state solution u,, uniformly in XE !2. &P/at 
converges to 0. More eplicitly, T 2 a > 0 and 
u*(x, t) - (1, 1)‘~ x(t) w(x)G ((XT t)E aA 
u,(x)-(1, l)‘~xBw(x)G (x 6 a), 
d67.57K,,Ild[ti]IIoue-“‘(O< t < co) 
m 
(6.5) 
and 
Ilu*(., t)-u,II, ,<67.57K,[Id[ti]lJ, =a-‘e-“’ (O<t<co). (6.6) 
~(t):=~~e-7r+~B(1-e~“)+C~~~ld[~]~I~e~uf-e-” (O<t<GO). 
T-a 
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If, in addition, 
and 
G~~+P~(xo+2xs)~~~ 
then ?>,C>O and u*(x,.t)-u,(x)E~(~) w(x)G ((x, t)~&), where 
i(t) := (Xo+Xe) e-“f Cf Slld[ti]/l, e 
--dl --it 
-’ 
f-6 
(O<t<oo). 
(This estimate for the convergence rate may improve (6.6).) 
Proof: We apply corollary 4, choosing U E (1, 1)‘. A straightforward 
calculation shows that (4.3) (with (dflt?y)(x, U(x)+ y) in place of 
(aflay)(x, y)), (5.3) and (5.4) hold for 
O(Y) := A - PLY, T(Y) :=+A-&y (O<y<co) (6.7) 
and E = 0. Moreover, the function KE C,[O, co) (see Section 4) can be 
chosen such that 
K(y) < 67.57K, (O<y<p-‘A). 
Here, we used the results in [15] to obtain Gj< (4r-* + ci)-l/* . 
a(2 + ,,h) for th e numbers Gj defined in (4.4), if ci 2 0. 
Finally, [dist(O, r)] pi = [max(d;‘d,, a2d;1d2}]“4. 
For j > 0, the inequalities r(j) >, a(x) > 0 (see (5.8)) hold iff 
;p-‘A<j<p-% 
Condition (5.9) is satisfied if (6.8) holds and 
(6.8) 
(Inequality (6.3) states that C3 is a nonnegative real number.) Inequalities 
(6.3), (6.4) imply that (6.8), (6.9) and the condition X2x0 are satisfied for 
-. x .=max 1 x0, ‘n 9 2p +l+jqB-c~) 2p 1 . 
Inserting this into (6.7) we obtain the values r = z(j) and Q = a(j) given by 
the above definition. The assertion now follows from Corollary 4. 
To prove the addition, we proceed as described after Corollary 4, i.e., we 
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choose U := u, and start again. Since, for f(y) := (ccy,(y, - l), 
Y,(l - YI))‘, 
f(%&) + Y) -.0%2(x)) 
= C((%(X))I - l).Y2+((%&))2- l)Y,l. t1 + y;(;*-y;J, 
(>( 
we can use (6.5) to compute new functions 5, ?, R and proceed as before to 
achieve the assertion. 1 
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